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So What’s the Big Deal?
By Frances Kolarek
With so many Collingtonians passing the age

Clark, who moved into Cottage 2117 in 1988.

of 100, we are getting a little blasé about the

Betty wants no part of this 100-year

whole thing.

business. Mary Ellen Hines threw her

Karl Wirth celebrated his 100th

a party in June and her neighbors

birthday on August 4 at a party Flo

came to celebrate with home-baked

Marion arranged for his neighbors on

cake and punch, but Betty is still turn-

the first floor of the apartment build-

ing her back on the idea of having

ing. His family invited a host of

passed the century mark.

friends from outside --

“I may be 99,” she ad-

family members, old

mits with a grin and a spar-

neighbors from College

kle in her eyes, “but I’m

Park and members of

certainly not a hundred.”

his church -- to celebrate

Elizabeth Hutchinson,

on the following Satur-

who joined our community

day.
Karl continues to be
active with Woodshop

Above, clockwise from top: Elizabeth Hutchinson,
Betty Clark and Aileen Aderton

in 1989, celebrated her
100th birthday in January
2003 with parties aplenty.

projects and has only re-

She complains that she

cently begun to depend

sometimes feels like a

on a cane. He stops by

freak when people make

the Fitness Center regularly for a little exercise

a point of calling attention

to help him keep in

to her age. She plays

shape.

bridge regularly and she

But don’t mention
this birthday to Elizabeth

Karl Wirth (left) and Lauriston Taylor
Photos by Elsie Seetoo

and Aileen Aderton join
Karl as regulars at the

Fitness Center where they follow a moderate

Spring Fund-Raiser a Success

program of exercise designed by Carrie Fein,
Ruth Coale-Turner, who with Hilda Jay as

our fitness coordinator.
Aileen also arrived here in 1988. At the rec-

co-chair, headed the Spring fund-raising event,

ommendation of friends, she came directly from

reports a total take of $23,000. Congratulations

London and, sight unseen, moved in. She cele-

on a remarkably successful effort.

brated her 100th birthday this past April with a

Thank-you notes for tax purposes have gone

round of parties so tiring she was heard, in a

out to conspicuous contributors. The Committee

scarcely audible aside, to say, “I’ll be glad when

also extends heartfelt thanks to the many willing

this celebrating is over.”

hands which helped and everybody who contrib-

Holding the longevity record is Laurie Taylor
who celebrated his 102nd earlier this year. Now

uted.
The total now held in the Residents Associa-

a resident of Collington’s Health Center, he

tion Endowment Foundation amounts to approxi-

holds forth to visitors in his room. His son, a fre-

mately $400,000, according to John Jay, who

quent visitor, says his father is doing just great.

administers it. The interest from this sum should

Considering that Karl and Aileen and Betty
all came as pioneers in 1988 and Elizabeth is a
member of the Class of ‘89, we can’t help won-

provide an amount sufficient to underwrite Residents Association activities for a year.
The spring fund-raiser next year will revert to

dering if Collington’s lifestyle has anything to do

the Fellowship Fund and other funds adminis-

with longevity. There’s no question but what we

tered by the Collington Foundation. The Foun-

all keep busy and productive here. That’s sup-

dation Board is considering a new format for the

posed to add years to your life.

event.

And we have certainly come a very long way
since 1900 when life expectancy at birth was 47
years.
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Wine with Dinner
Proudly present as Governor Ehrlich signed House Bill
568 were three Collington
residents: Rita Newnham,
who drafted the bill and shepherded it through the legislature; Iladene Filer, member of
Collington’s Board of Directors and Jack Yale, pastpresident of our Residents
Association.
This bill enables us to bring
a bottle of wine of our choice

At the signing: Governor Ehrlich, front row, with a cupful of pens. At left is

to enjoy at dinner. Thanks to

Senator Ida Ruben, president pro-tem of Maryland’s Senate. Rita Newnham

Rita and Jack for their work in

stands behind her. On the right are Iladene Filer and Jack Yale. Delegates

getting it passed.

Carolyn Howard and Joanne Benson complete the picture.

Gholson Art Works Go On Show
The hanging of James Gholson’s oil paintings in our Library Corridor has provided an occasion to invite his friends and admirers to visit
Collington and view his work.
That Jim turned to art in retirement comes
as no surprise. His family have all succeeded
in the fields of music or dance, and his late wife
was a pianist involved in musical education in
the County.
Over 100 members of the Prince George’s
County community will receive invitations to
come to a reception to view Jim’s paintings on
September 17 from 4 to 6 p.m. Educators, political figures and notables in other fields are on
the list.
Jim Gholson came to Prince George’s
County to be principal of Fairmount Heights

High School, then a new school for black students. When integration followed a few years
later, Jim found himself placed in charge. He
managed to handle with a sure and steady
hand a situation that could have become explosive.
His role in helping establish Collington is another aspect of his life for which we are especially grateful. Jim served on our first Board of
Directors and travelled over the County at a
time when the concept was new, explaining to
church groups and fraternal organizations exactly what this “Life Care” was all about and
what it would do. That he succeeded here, too,
Collington’s residents can bear witness.
Sept. 20004
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Impressions of Teresa Heinz Kerry
By Cushing and Louis Dolbeare

lic policy, technology, the economy and employment. Teresa Heinz Kerry supervises with love
and éclat their acknowledgment of achievement
and creativity. Her understanding and support of

The Collingtonian invited Louis and
Cushing Dolbeare to share with readers
their impressions of Teresa Heinz Kerry.
Cushing received the Heinz Award for the
Human Condition in 2002.
“This included, among other things,
production of a 10-15 minute video about
each of the awardees, a reception and

the undertakings that the Heinz Awards celebrate is typical of her range of interests and activities.
Similar in many ways to Eleanor Roosevelt,
Teresa Heinz Kerry pursues her own interests
and priorities, and has made it clear that she will
continue to do so if she moves into the White
House. Unlike Mrs. Roosevelt, however, she has

luncheon at the Heinz-Kerry house in

made it a point not to interfere with or attempt to

Georgetown, and formal ceremony at the

influence her husband’s political activities and

Folger Library,” Cushing writes.

views, although she has joined him effectively on
the campaign trail.

TV viewers who witnessed Teresa Heinz

Should Ms. Heinz Kerry become the next

Kerry’s introduction of her husband as Demo-

First Lady, the country will be the beneficiary of

cratic Presidential candidate will have realized,

her belief in the shining potential of the USA and

even in just two dimensions, what a notable per-

of the broadband philanthropic impulses that im-

sonality she has. Her warmth, humor, incandes-

pel her. But not, in all likelihood, without contro-

cent glamor are evident. When her first hus-

versy.

band, Senator John Heinz of Pennsylvania, died

•

in an airplane crash, she took on the responsibil-

Praise for Health Services

ity of administering the vast philanthropic activities of the Heinz family, best known for the success of “57 Varieties.” Indeed, various of these

Keith Raney enjoyed two stays in our Health

foundations have been critical to the transforma-

Center this summer, the first for four days and

tion of Pittsburgh from an industrial town to a city

the second for the better part of two months.

of arts and sciences.

Back home in Apartment 309, she now feels

But Teresa Heinz Kerry’s interests and activities have not been confined to Pittsburgh, or

something of an expert on Health Center caregiving.

even Pennsylvania. She established the Heinz

It’s very good, she says. “The staff were

Awards in honor of her late husband. Mirroring

most helpful -- and what’s extremely important,

John Heinz’s interests and involvements, each
year the awards honor achievements in arts and
humanities, environment, human condition, pub4
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they were pleasant about it. They never left me
with the feeling that I was a burden, or that they
found it a disagreeable chore to care for me.”

Seventy-third Class Reunion
for Maurice Bernbaum

Undaunted by a persistent drizzle, Maurice Bernbaum
joined four members of his Harvard Class of 1931 to parade at his 73rd class reunion this spring. Forty members
out of his class of 900 survive.
At left, Maurice stands proudly before Widener Hall,
decorated with crimson banners. He was happy to have
been able to visit the rooms he shared with two other
men during their student years. “Living room, two bedrooms and bath -- very nice,” he remembers.
He was accompanied at the reunion by his son, Edwin, Harvard Class of ‘67.

Deer vs. Hostas
Last September our cover story deplored

Now this year her hostas have the characteris-

the devastation deer were wreaking on campus

tic “green porcupine” look. A thriving hosta

hostas. It has not gotten any better. It is worse.

hedge beside Dorothy Skillman’s cottage at

Carolyn and Bob Browning, up at three one

4111 is devastated. And neither of these cot-

summer morning, saw deer nibbling away in

tages has easy deer access.

Jeanne Gart’s garden at Cottage 1101. They

Faith Jackson, who has fought a good

are growing bolder and bolder, decimating Ann

fight, just threw in the towel and gave away

Novotsky’s flower beds, spurning only her be-

some 50 plants to friends who live in deer-free

gonias. Cluster 1100, where this is going on, is

neighborhoods. She says the only sure preven-

by no means out near the perimeter road, ei-

tive is a slurry of raw egg, garlic, vinegar and

ther.

water spread generously on the garden. This

The many hostas at 4017 were untouched
last summer, so Ardyce Asire ignored the fact
that deer repellant was available at Lowe’s.

not only keeps the deer away, it drives the residents out, as well.
Sept. 2004
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
Gladys Roell doesn’t let her scooter interfere

District residents pitched in, helped out,

with her Flower Committee duties. Gladys joins

played hostess and helped make the party a

Eileen Henderson on Fridays, checking on

success.

flower arrangements throughout lobbies and cor-

Residents Association president John Evans

ridors to be sure they are fresh, adding a bloom

presented Karl Wirth with a special certificate on

here, taking out a faded blossom there.

his 100th birthday.

4

Ann Holmes, who heads the committee with
co-chair Ria Hawkins, welcomes additional help.
If you’d like to join this enjoyable and rewarding

The twelve handsome early 19th-century bird
lithographs now hanging in the Waiting Room of

activity, give her a call at 7354.

the Clinic come to us as a gift from a resident.

4

The work of Ernest Seton Thompson, they were

Lenore Kinkel of Apartment 127, who also
uses a scooter, has had problems taking her

part of a family art collection.
If you are thinking we got his name wrong,

dog, Snow, on his early morning walk. So Cath-

here’s the answer: Born Ernest Thompson Se-

erine Hudson in Cottage 5101 has stepped up,

ton in England, the artist emigrated to Canada

offered to take on this chore and can be seen

where he changed his name to Ernest Seton

early every day walking this little white dog.

Thompson. Confusing, isn’t it?

4

That is the true Collington spirit.

4

After languishing for many years on a bottom
shelf in a dark corner of our previous library, the

The August birthday celebration, staged by
the 5000-5100 District, was a sparkling success.
The theme was “Birthday at the Beach,” and the
event was chaired by Carol Kempsky who came
up with the idea of a simulated Wheel of Fortune
game.

meetings are now seeing the light of day and are
readily accessible to all who wish to consult
them. The Library Committee, co-chaired by
Elisabeth Martin and Marcia Behr, is using additional shelf space to create a resident informa-

Jennifer Foster of Administration was happy
to play the role of “Savannah” White and the
guests fell enthusiastically into the spirit.
6

minutes of Residents Association Committee
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tion center with Board minutes and other information more accessible than hitherto. Work is
still in progress.

4

Edna Lingreen and Art Longacre came back
from a recent visit with Warren Pearse to the Asbury Methodist retirement community, enthusiastic about setting up an electric train display at
Collington. Asbury has an elaborate train set-up
surrounded by a collection of model villages to
which residents have been adding over the
years. The display impresses potential residents
when they tour Asbury and delights grandchildren.

Robert and Doris Ball (above) celebrated

Warren is ready to set up the HO gauge train

their 67th wedding anniversary this year. They

he now has in his garage and has his eye on the

are spending the summer on their island hide-

second floor meeting room in the D wing.

a-way.

It’s not a favorite meeting spot because of
problems with heating and cooling. It has, however, window space on the corridor and offers a
spot where marketing tours pass by.

Carolyn and Bob Browning, who were married on May 6, 1944, celebrated their 60th anniversary.

4

Now it’s up to the Space Utilization Committee, which found room for the pool table and additional space for the Op Shop, to designate this
room for a model train display.

Hilda Jay, who holds a Ph.D. in Education,
won the Distinguished Service Award from the

4

American Association of School Librarians in

The residents who produce tomatoes, pep-

has won the same award this year. A unique

2000. Now Hilda and John’s daughter, Ellen,

pers, squash, cucumbers, herbs, beans, corn

mother-daughter achievement. Except that

and other produce keep the Groaning Board well

Hilda’s award was $1,000; Ellen’s, $3,000!

4

supplied. Curtis Langford, Hilltop Garden Chairman, says there are 23 working gardeners on
the hilltop. Don’t forget to leave a contribution in
the box on the table. Thank you.
The planters by the greenhouse are producing additional produce as well as offering a spot
of color. Petunias, marigolds and geraniums are
thriving. Now that the sunflowers are going to
seed, we can expect flocks of goldfinches to fly
in for a feast.

4

The Collingtonian extends a very special welcome to Catherine Gordon, no stranger to our
campus. In 1985 Catherine began marketing
Collington, and there are bound to be dozens of
residents who remember the cheerful smile that
accompanied her informative tours of the campus. Catherine’s companion in Cottage 4110 is
Robert Farmer. Catherine and Bob moved here
from Annapolis.
Sept. 2004
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A New Sound of Music

fires up the audience as well.
Gailyn is planning an exciting program for the

By Sheila Hollies

upcoming season -- all new music and maybe
The Collington Singers have come into full

even a musical. She invites anybody who likes to

voice this season thanks to the addition of a

sing to come out and listen to a rehearsal or two

number of new singers who have joined regulars

and consider joining in.
Rehearsals begin on Monday, September 13

like Doris Harris, a frequent soloist.
Marion Henry and Catherine Hudson, both

at 4 p.m. in the Auditorium.

•

sopranos, are natural-born singers. Marion remembers singing on the swing her grandparents
made for her when she was a little girl. Cather-

A Flag for the Arbor

ine says she has been singing “since I was six

By Gloria Ericson

years old.”
Carol Kempske, an alto, is a professional

Resident Betty Atherton of Cottage 5012 has

musician recently retired from Concord Hill

donated a large American flag to The Arbor,

School after 12 years of teaching music there.

where it now hangs on the wall of the assembly

Ruth Ann Thran, a resident of the Village at

room. The flag was a retirement gift to her hus-

Collington, has also joined the alto section.

band, Roy, who had been Ambassador to Egypt

Ginge Peddle uses her musical talents to bol-

from 1979 through 1983. It is customary to give

ster the tenor section. Ginge has for years be-

retiring Ambassadors an American flag, and this

longed to a group of singers who have devel-

one is an impressive 3 by 6 feet with gold fringe

oped a full-length show of professional rank.

all around.

Jim Potts has recently been augmenting the

It had been put away for years in a drawer

basses. Walter Sharp has been a steady in the

when Betty realized that the ideal place for it

tenor section for years, and Tom Aldrich and

would be the room in The Arbor where weekly

John Evans add their voices. Additional male

sing-a-longs take place. Patriotic songs are

voices are most welcome.

popular on these occasions, which Betty regu-

Connie Grisard has long been coordinator for

larly takes part in, and she felt it would be appro-

the group and has kept it going through thick

priate for the flag to end up there. The residents

and thin. Chuck Morris helps behind the scenes

have been most appreciative.
George Dankers, of Woodshop fame, fash-

by keeping track of music.
Under the capable direction of Gailyn Gwin,
the Collington Singers have been expanding

ioned the rod on which the flag was hung, and
staff-member Tim Kenny did the actual hanging.

their repertoire and trying new things. The sing-

Thanks, Betty. I am sure your husband

ers are showing a new sense of confidence and

would be pleased with the final disposition of his

seem to be enjoying themselves a lot. This spirit

special flag.
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Move Over, Buck Rogers!
By Gloria Ericson

doing that. I’m afraid I’d come home to find it had
cornered the pets. They’re already intimidated
enough by it.

Or, as the song says:

How well does it work? Not bad. Picks up all

“Everything’s up to date in Kansas City.

the usual debris -- here a cracker crumb, there a

They’ve gone about as fer as they

-- what is that? Whatever it is, it is efficiently

can go . . . .”
What am I talking about? I’m talking about

sucked up. And all to the sound of happy little
tunes. This is an appliance that cries out to be

my newest acquisition: a robot that vacuums my

named. If I hadn’t already named the Country

cottage all by itself. Yes, Virginia, there is such

Store cash register Hal, I’d probably call it that.

a thing -- forget Santa Claus.

Hal Squared? Nah. Too cold. I’ve got to come

You’ve seen that little robot on Mars? Well,

up with something much more cuddly.

•

mine’s much cuter. Theirs is a Model T Ford -mine a flying saucer. Oh, I’m sure theirs does
very important things -- at least the way the sci-

Collington Unitarians Organize

entists’ eyes roll back in their heads at the pic-

By Robert Elkin

tures it sends would seem to indicate that.
But, hey, picking up the fur from two longhaired pets is no small potatoes, either.
The pets are actually why I got the robot.

Twenty-two Unitarian-Universalists met at
dinner on August 5 to discuss options for gathering together. The more than 40 members of the

Two weeks is too long to go between official

denomination living at Collington represent a

vacuumings. And, yes, the robot really does look

wide range of residents from long-time to re-

like a flying saucer. It’s great fun to watch it

cently arrived.

scurrying around, darting under beds and chairs

A first monthly service will be held Thursday

as it seeks out elusive dust bunnies. It actually

morning, September 9 at 11 a.m. in the Interfaith

hums little tunes as it changes cycles -- and, no,

Chapel. The Rev. Ginger Luke of River Road

one of them isn’t “Whistle While You Work.”

Unitarian Church will officiate. Those attending

It’s this bustling and humming that makes it

are invited to have lunch together in the dining

seem like a sentient being -- more like a pet than

room following the service. All Collington resi-

an appliance. I’m going to have to watch myself

dents are welcome to participate.

to keep from taking it to bed like a favorite teddy.
And it’s so smart it knows to avoid stairways.

Activities have been organized by a Planning
Committee consisting of Chuck Dell, Bob Elkin,

But to keep it from going through open doorways

Louise Huddleston, Virginia Knowles, Fausti

there’s a gadget that sends out invisible beams

Lees and Lois Taber. The Committee welcomes

to make it think there’s a wall there. The manu-

questions and comments to guide further service

facturer claims you can set the robot going and

dates and other activities.

then leave the house, but I can’t imagine myself
June 2004
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Travelers Close to Home
And Far Afield

there.
Eva and Jack Yale enjoyed the Mediterranean on a week-long cruise in late June. They

By Edward Behr

started on the island of Malta and stopped at Sic-

As summer wanes, many Collington resi-

ily, Stromboli, Salerno, the Amalfi coast and Cor-

dents are winding up another season of reward-

sica before ending up at Nice on the southern

ing travels.

coast of France.

Some stayed close to home in this country
but managed to visit family and friends and

And Judith Shaw returned in late August
from a cruise to Norway’s fjords.

places both familiar and unfamiliar. Marie Co-

That’s not quite all. Another traveler, Mary

pher traveled to Atlanta in the spring to attend

Ann Pellerin, went to a huge family reunion in

the dedication of the Copher Life-Long Learning

Nova Scotia to celebrate the long-ago arrival

Room, a memorial to her late husband Charles

there of her Pellerin ancestors.

at a retirement community on the Emory University campus.

•
October Election
By John Evans

Mary Witt spent several weeks on the island
of Nantucket, and Olivia Miller went with her
daughters to historic Albuquerque.
Others ventured beyond U.S. borders.
Ardyce Asire is back from a trip to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. She enjoyed seeing
beached boats at the Bay of Fundy.
Some went further afield, mostly to western
Europe. Gertrude Mitchell took a boat trip up the
Rhine to Nuremberg and then on down the Danube with a stop at Budapest. She visited the famous monastery at Melk in Austria.
Cynthia Parker, with her daughter Elizabeth,
went to Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg.
Bruges, with its outstanding medieval architecture, got her vote for the high point.
Marjorie Akins is back from a trip to the island of Cyprus, where she pursued a long-standing interest in archaeology. She returned home
in time to say goodbye to her husband James;
he was taking off for Europe to visit old friends
10
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The degree to which residents participate in
Collington’s activities lends a unique favor to life
here and sets us apart from most other retirement communities. But then, we are a remarkable collection of people. We volunteer to fill the
72 jobs listed on the last three pages of the telephone directory. We help in the country store.
We keep busy.
This degree of participation is especially
praiseworthy since many of us are not only
deeply involved in Collington affairs but also in
activities at church, in the outside community
and/or or with our children and grandchildren.
The Nominating Committee had not yet readied the slate of candidates for office in the Residents Association as we went to press.
However, The Executive Committee of the
Residents Association thanks in advance the
candidates who agree to give the community of
their time and urges all residents to vote in the
forthcoming election in October.

Transports of Delight

park and inexpensive to operate. A quarter’s
worth of gas and a nickel’s worth of oil lasted me
By Sheila Hollies
quite a while. I kept him until I moved to the
United States in 1947.
The scooters here at Collington are a far
It was nearly 20 years before I acquired ancry from my first motor scooter which I got as a
other motor scooter -- this time a snappy little red
college student during World War II. New cars
Vespa that could go about 45 miles-an-hour on a
were unobtainable, and good used ones were as
flat road. No side-car but a rumble seat. I bought
scarce as a low-humidity suma nice red helmet to wear with
mer day in Washington. Anticiit. That year I took a couple of
pating my brother’s return from
night classes at George Washoverseas, my father had purington University and rode Rechased a motor scooter for
ginald Two to and from my
him. Of course, I immediately
home in Bethesda. In mid-winappropriated it and, fortunately
ter, it was a long and chilly ride!
for me, when my brother finally
I also drove sons to various apsaw it he refused to have anypointments. The eldest was
thing to do with it.
mortified to be seen with me,
Reginald One, taking a rest on the
I named it Reginald. Rebanks of the St. Lawrence River.
while his youngest brother
ginald was diminutive, with a
tended to fall asleep on his
perch behind me.
square box for a side-car. He was a dingy white
Eventually I graduated to my own car, but I
color with a black “T7” painted on by way of
still feel nostalgic when I think of Reginalds One
identification. A Canadian Air Force vehicle, he
and Two. It pleases me to think that one day I
had been used for taxiing people to and from
may once again ride a scooter, this time at
planes. He may well have received a dishonorCollington.
able discharge, as he had a nasty habit of listing
to port when crossing hilly side streets. I found it

Ruth Dixon

a bit disconcerting to see the side-car suddenly
levitate beside me.
A novelty on the campus of McGill University

We bid a sad goodbye to Ruth Dixon who
contributed so generously of her time and ex-

in Montreal, Reginald caused a lot of comment

tensive talents during the 13 years she lived

and was occasionally the butt of jokes. Like the

here. She served as President of the Resi-

day I came out of class to find he had gone

dents Association for two terms and spent

missing. He subsequently showed up at the top

two terms on the Board of Directors.

of a long flight of steps, sitting grandly in the

She is best remembered for her skill in pre-

middle of the rotunda in the Faculty of Arts Build-

siding over meetings. None ever ran over one

ing.

hour.
I loved Reginald dearly -- he was easy to
Sept. 2004
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Also . . .

The very name of Cole Blasier conjures up

By Layne Beaty

It’s still okay to envy grandparents Ruth and

thoughts of progress, new ideas, etc. So, it figures that Cole, with help from wife Martha, arranged a couple of Saturday neighborhood ex-

John Gommengenger for the delightful presenta-

ploration tours this summer, figuring that new

tion of the ballet “Moses and the Burning Bush”

residents might be interested. They were. The

with their grandson in the starring role here one

tours, with considerable help from Collington

evening in July. The 20-plus dancers of the

drivers, pointed out handy places to shop for

“Children of Light” troupe of Fairfax, Va., were of

specific things, theaters, Metro stations, even a

ages 3 to 18. Their smooth performance was

convenient pit stop. One tour explored the

enhanced by recorded sound, innovative cos-

sprawling, multi-centered nearby city of Bowie,

tuming and visual effects.

which, if growth continues like it has lately, look

•
Memorable Scenes: Rita Chapman and

out, Los Angeles.

•

Kay Haw, two of our top health honchos, pacing

Memorable Mots

off distances around the campus with possible
future emergencies in mind . . . Hilda Jay, one
of our shortest residents, speedily trundling a

Go west, young man.

huge cart of used duds toward her domain, the

Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.

Opportunities Outlet.

We will bury you.

•
Some of us own hybrid-powered vehicles.

Women and elephants never forget an injury.
If it’s Thursday, it must be Belgium.

So do others, with different mixes. When his

(Note: This regular item is intended just to

foot-powered wheelchair stalled at the 4000

tweak your memory, or perhaps to amuse. LB)

•

cluster after a long free ride from the chapel
wing, “I ran out of gravity,” George Denney ex-

Sheila Hollies tells how new arrivals in the
cottages sometimes refer to Creighton Center as

plained.

•
Old resident at a welcoming party for new

“The Big House.” Do they remember the old
plantations?

•

residents: “I hope you like it here. Where are

Again quoting T. E. Lawrence: “Arabs have

you from?”
Joe Fromm: (In the crowd) “Over here,

the stability of water, but like water, they likely
will prevail.” Moslems have long removed their

what’s up?”

•
CARPE DIEM: Rug cleaning day.

•

shoes in mosques. Now they’ve got us doing it in
airports.

•

